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About This Game

Dodgeball is a multiplayer game similar to the classic game of 'Dodgeball'. Throw your ball at a player, or hold it to block
incoming balls; or if you're really brave try to catch a ball and get your teammates to spawn back in. Try to defeat the other team
in various gamemodes on different maps; each with a unique setting that affects gameplay. Get your friends together and host a

game for some fast-paced competitive fun. Dodgeball has been made with this friendly competition in mind.

Don't have friends? Dodgeball now has AI bots that can play with you instead!

Features

 Fast-paced gameplay

 Various gamemodes; Classic, Team Deathmatch, Handball, and more coming throughout Early Access

 Various maps; From a school gym to a low gravity moon, these maps affect the gameplay as well as being different

 Special balls - Added to speed up gameplay, these balls can do a variety of things such as blow up, which is a good
counter to someone using a ball to block!

 AI Bots - Play against or with AI teammates so you'll always be able to play regardless of other players online

 CHRISTMAS UPDATE - The robots now have Santa hats.... yes, I know, how festive.
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Dodgeball is in Early Access and will be evolving over time with added content and features. Please check the website for more
information on future updates for the game. Please note it does not currently have any dedicated servers so servers will have to
be hosted yourself, you might have to port forward your router if your hosted game does not show up for others. If you need

help for this please post in the forums.
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Title: Dodgeball
Genre: Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
313 Studios
Publisher:
313 Studios
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or better

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Ahhhh Moment of Silence, does it get anymore mediocre? Released back in 2004 you would swear it was made in 1994. It falls
for a lot of the pit falls many 90's point and click adventure games did back in those days(I still loved many) and the graphics
are about on par for the era. You will find yourself wondering have I explored this whole area or do I need to attempt to walk
off screen in some weird fashion(yes it's one of those)? You will also find yourself at the mercy of multiple illogical or poorly
designed puzzles although the game isn't terribly difficult. It is packed with boring dialogue and little action even for an
adventure game. The game has a post 9\/11 USA feel to it with government so large it is watching everyone all the time. Very
Orwellian feeling. I actually did enjoy this aspect of the game and the statement it was trying to make but not enough to forgive
its annoyances. Play it if you've already played through all of the great point and clicks but please, dear god, don't make it one of
the few you'll ever try. You may find yourself wondering,"I haven't even played through all the Sam and Max franchise what am
I doing playing this #$%&!". THE EYE CAN SEEEEEEEEEEEE. Not as good as minecraft storymode but its okay.. Its
a fake no joke! Please for your own good dont by this! Its NOT the real JANES. This is not the same company that
made "Janes Fighters Anthology) in 1998.. OK, so first off... The game has a weird little gimmick where it will only run
after 11 pm local time and will stop working again and crash on startup after 7 am local time.

This is clearly a PT clone (literally) with some FNAF gameplay thrown over top. It's not bad... I mean, the audio is
terrible when it's terrible (footsteps suck, loud beeping alarms suck), but pretty decent once the spoops start
happening. The gameplay is horrible (the player sways like a drunk while walking, and the control scheme is...weird...),
but actually works in favor of generating atmosphere once the weird stuff starts happening.

I was genuinely tense as the ghostie began ramping up its attack... or whatever it was doing, and when the first
jumpscare happened (also, really poor quality with no animation and some screech noise), I was genuinely startled,
surprised and a little spooped out. I shut the game down.

I'll try it again some other night when work isn't happening early the next morning and I have time to figure it all out.

So is it good? No. But did it generate atmosphere and spoops? Yes.

If you're like me and ravenously devour anything remotely resembling PT, I'd recommend it when it goes on sale, for
like 2-3 bucks. Everybody else, steer clear.

P.S. (To the Dev): You've got a cool concept here. Maybe some different sounds and smooth out the controls, plus some
animations for the death moments and ghost and this could be really cool! I enjoyed it either way, but wish it wasn't so
expensive. With the lack of polish, this feels like a 2.99 game right now.... Actually for what was a cheap and austere
train unit, the EPB\/HAP survived 14 years longer than expected and was one of the most reliable trains BR operated,
the DLC of this is incredibly well detailed, the blinds, the carriage interior, the whine and whinny of the traction as it
motors up through the notches, the sound of the EPB in operation is very authentic.

I grew up with these trains, in fact its one of the few I have actually driven and been up close and personal with,
whether at work with my signalman father say at Orpington A\/B or when I worked at Waterloo or Norwood myself on
the railways, even the little buffer hanger clips are there and the single buffer system these used within the unit.
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It "feels" like an EPB and one hopes DTG will release the blue, original green and jaffa liveries as well as scenarios for
L2F HS and L2B and the PDL where this train worked hard as well.
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installed, started and had my pc lock up with about 2 frames per second. I was not even able to get out of the menu or whatever
the first screen of the game should be, as it totaly messed up my pc. Finaly had to close it over the task manager, which barely
was operational himself.
win 7 (all patches) gaming rig, Oculus VR, with a gtx 1080 and enough juice to run mutch every game in max setting .... cant
recoment this game in the current state.. Would pay for a sequel. This is quite a nice track, the very long straight after the first
hairpin allows you to get up to some seriously high top speeds in the right car. I was disappointed however that the track did not
integrate with the single player career at all. The cars are okay, I think I used them once or twice throughout the campaign and
they left no significant impression on me. Overall I just don't feel this is worth the money as it does not add anything
significantly different to the base game.. Cool game, just wish it had more levels.. I accidentally leveled an entire city block with
some crappy rocket car that couldn't reverse, turn or stop, all it could really do is just explode when it comes in contact with
slightly heavier than average air.

It was pretty impressive to be honest  . Pros: good background music
Cons: some of the UI design is not very strong. The controls are a bit of a mess. My joystick was mapped all wrong with no way
to fix it in game. It's difficult to keep track of the tiny bullets on screen.
It's pretty arcadey: There's literally no story - you are just thrown into the game and you've got to figure it out for yourself.. A
good point'n'click. Graphics are correct. Atmosphere is good - a bit dark though.
Some puzzles are quite hard and make the game feel unbalanced.. Actual conversation between friends:

Me: I scored 550!

Them: You can do better than that!

Me: My stick got too big

Them: That's what she said

Me: Yes, your sister did

Them:...

12/10. It is my first time playing Fabulous Angela's series. I love how this focusing on the life of a fashion designer.

Loving the story plot especially the plot twist regarding Truly's identity. I extremely love the song as well; it really boost me up
and gave me lot of confidence!

Definitely enjoying the game - overall, I'm loving it. Totally worth every pennies.
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